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DECISION AGAINST THE BELL TELEPHONE the issue of a patent and the Commissioner is not to be 

MONOPOLY. a self-constituted judge. 
On December 18 of the present year Judge Carpen- We have repeatedly advocated in these columns the 

ter, of the United StateR Circuit Court, rendered his propriety and the importance of the liberal treatment 
decision in the suit brought by the Federal goveru- of inventors by the Patent Office. The true function 
ment to annul the Berliner microphone patent. The of the offilJe should be the granting of patents, not the 
judge on two grounds decides the patent void, and di- I endeavoring to adjudicate as to the merits of an in
rE'cts it to be delivered up to be canceled. This is a

' 
vention. 

circuit court decision and is open to appeal, and the Were the system changed so that patents would be 
case, it is to be presumed, will be carried to the higher granted on application without all the examination 
courtR. But the decision is a good one, is very far- for priority, originality, and even utility, that is now 
reaching, and is the first circuit court defeat which the given the inventions claimed it! the applications, the 
Bell Company has sustained for many a year. interests of the public would be ('on served. There FOIt THE ,",('IE'iTIFIC AJll<:lUCAl'i. 

One copy, one year, for the U. S., Canada o r Mexico .. .... .. ........ . .  $3 One copy, six months, for the L. S., Canada or .:\lexico .... . ... .. . .. . . .  1 One copy ,oneyear,to anyforeigncountry belongm� to Postal Union. 4. 
00 The suit was brought by the United States through would be less dElsire for useless patents than now, 
aU the Attorney-General's office, with Messrs. Causten when the squeezing of a patent through the Patent uo Browne and Robert S. Taylor as additional counsel. Office gives it, in the eyes of its owner at least, a sort Remit tlY postal or express money oruer. or b y bank draft or cheCK. MUNN & CO., 361 Broadway, corner of !i'ranklm Street, �I'W York. The American Bel! Telephone Company was repre- of judicial force. The best attol'Oeys would be reo 

sented by Mr. J allles J. Storrow and four other counsel. q uired in the system, as the search for originality would 
:�.rs����!lk���r if�e�yt��!�����l�liin�l\Jrl�gt��o ���:�,s�Jfo����%� J II the title Emil Berliner was joined with the telephone be done outside of the Patpnt Office, and inventors 
WIth �,--;n;.NTa'd· A.:HEHICAX. Terms of subscription for �eI'I'LEl\1E.:\'T d Id b f I t t h . 
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S Old The patent in suit is one granted to Emil Berliner letters patent. 
w�I'��I��:':�1�rl{�:,I�'?e�;'b�� �:;���:I���S t�r��ui.:�ga��ga�¥�[���oE�� on November 17.1891, and is numbered 463,569. It de- - •• , -

��1t:1,�ta�fdsfif�� ���;t:r;,·yel·� fo reign countries within Postal Union eight scribes and claims broadly the micropholle transmitter THE HEAVENS IN JANUaRY. 
IIlIildill" Editioll . of a telephone system. The original date of applica- There is something besides the planets and the con-

l'HE AHCHJ TECTS A"J) flr·.LIlLll" ]<;JJITJO" Of' THE iOCIENTIFIC AMEltl- t ion "'as June 4, 1877. For over fourteen years the stellations to interest star gazers during the coming 
faj�i:;,,,"tJ6��gp�a���p����������I���;::.t:gdP���oe�kca6f igg��g.u�il��h)1;;t�W�: 'application was kept alive in the Patent Office by one month. In truth our good ship, the earth, as she 
���;;'tn::'lgpl��es�,:]?';,Wn�Ur;r�l�i;��t'�rcdwe�ifti'�s.�';,���r b�il�II�;�r:��da;;;lS� action after another. Many reasons for delay were I cleaves the ethereal ocean is continually bringing into tectura: 'York in great variety. 'l'o builders and ali who contemplatehuild- . d d fi 11 th t t . 

� d h t I • • ht f th h k h ing this work is ill\'nluuhl.'. Has tho lar,,;est "ircnilltiOll of any architec- asslgne ,an na y e pa en was Is�ue a s or vIew some new slg or ose w 0 eep a s arp 
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8���i��3·r��-:l�/��!I·Il·f;�J°{;�\1�()�0�rr� ,Pc�k�T�i',��}t�l��ilI��\O� tl��� expired. mical outlooks, on November 1, spied a comet coming 
a�dre�s. $5.011 a year. To foreign Postal Union conn tries. $6.50;' y ea r . For a long series of years the Bell patents had main- sunward. W·ith that keen sense of recognition which CombIned rate for BUIL1)lNG lijDlTIO:\, �CtE�TIFIC AMERICAN and SUP-PLB>! £"'1'. $9.00 a year. To forei,m Postal Union countries. $11.0 0 a year. tained for their owner, the American Bell Telephone enables a seaman to name an approaching vessel before 

,"",nlli.h Editiflll or rh,· ,",cil·.lfific "\lIIeriean. COIllpany, an absolUte Illonopolyof the art of trans- its hull has fH,irly risen, they at once pronounced the 
LA AMEHlCA t'IE"TIFICA E I"IJ("�T"L\ L (Spanish trade edition of the mi tting speech electrically, and many millions of dollars stranger to be Encke's comet. It is in the constellation BCI.K�TH'.IC A:>IE}tIC\X) is published monthly, uniform in size and typo-graj)h y With tbe �('II"'I" FIC A}JERICA". FJvery number of La Arnerica is of di vidends have been earned by this monopoly. The Pegasus, and on January 1 it will be three or four dePl'otusi�ly illustrated. It is the fine}'t scientific, industrial trade paper printed in the .'panish lalll[1la�e. It circulates tb""ll"h"llt Cuba. the West circuit court decisions had been so many and so strong grees south west of the star Theta in that constellation, Ipfhes, MeXICO, Central a;nd t'outh Al.llcriel.l, i'pain and Spanish posses-S1ons-wherever the Spamsh language IS spoken. :;;:;,,;1 a year. post p aid to in the patent's favor that any attack on it was hope- and will set a little before 10 o'clock in the evening. flny part of the world. Single copies 25 cents. See prospectus. less. As the dates approached when the Bell patents By the middle of the month it will have passed into �IUNN & co .. Puhlishers. 

361 Broadway, New Yo rk. were to lapse, a new patent was issued to Berliner, Aquarius and will be near the star Alpha Aquarii, and 
d� ;��ea�a:eg�.::;�: t�:;:,u�lli�et;J'it������ ��ye:bl';;"f;eg�d�o�FMb'M'N which if sustained would have practically extended at the end of the month it will be close to the northern 
& co. the monopoly to 1908. It is a definite fact that the border of Capricorn us, and will set before 6 P. M. It 
a�aif,;:�';f:l:�: gnrc;:�ll�;:Il�i�;��c�?p�'i,¥1Jai�r;. publishers ir. ,,"se of microphone is all that ,hail made telephony a com- will be in perihelion on February 4.  Encke's comet is 
--,���.. HJercial success. The Berliner patent covered in its rarely bright enough to be seen with the naked eye, 

NEW YORK. SATURDAY, D ECEM BER 29, 1894. claims this device most completely. and the interest it excites is due principally to the evi-
. . .  ,----.�-��- .... -�-�- A quantity of testimony was taken on both sides, dence it gives of encountering some resistance in space. 

Contento. and the case was pressed to a final hearing. There Its period is a little less than three years and four 
(Illustrated article' are marked with an asteriSk.) were three grounds of action practically, as embodied months, but this period has been gradually shorten-

Agricultural schools. gwwlh of. M)", Iron columns. protection of . . . . . 410 in the government's case One was the issue of a ing ever since the comet's discovery in 1818. Until 
}}��ncs�'�����I����:;;c��eof.::.::E� �����rprb;���s�.u:�ear;s:::::::::: t&'l patent in 1880 to Berliner for the same invention: 1868 it lost about two hours and a half on each circuit, 
�l'g��Ei'ii::rw�t�08tg�i\�n;·�ilicate:: iR� ��I���g::'�o�'1c1;�et'!'i;i,;,;;':'ti;e::::!M another was the extraordinary delay in the granting but since then the rate of shortening has been 1'e
I1g�:!!��ep�lgl�ca���!�og�S;:::: ;�f �:��i�/�l(tl�li�f/)��;�'O�:�I�tl\r

t
�:t�O����: 411 of the patent. On both th�se grounds the judge de- duced one-half. What causes the shortening of the 

Bru��s�l�n�';, C�I����::.e�.ter: JC7 PhJl,�'ir':.�g; orti,·ociiiomati·c::: :E� : cided in the government's favor and against the Bell perioo, and more particularly what caused the ('hange 
m;fA�:�sr:rtb��W�L::::::::::::: ib2 ��cij��[i'6'���'iii;,r"ri·slide:i':i·c6ior: Uil· Company. The other ground was the changes in in 1868, is more or less a mystery. A resistance to tile 
8��grb�tv����soii8:siiipbU·iYci: 407 �rg'i,::m�,::a��.:�e. cox's* : : :::::: :Ef the text, drawings and claims of the application while comet's motion would accelerate its return to peri
FJIe��fit�g£�rS"i(;r;,ottojilli·iii�:!1l} :ilitl"", lantern. triple-coloreo ... 403 it W.9,� ppnninl! in the office. Of this the court takes helion by sending it closer to the sun, and thus com
Engineering insurance company. ���!� c�����:g���t*8maii "boats 401 no notice in the decision. pelling it to quicken its pace; but the exact nature of 
J;'ir����i!l':iic6t�Hii'��·.::·: ______ ,: !�1 Shi�6f;;id; tiie·uiamps<::::::::,oi; tM The 1880 Berliner patent just alluded to, While appa- the resistance remains to be discovered. 
�l����e'l:�t;:l�ePi���::::::::::::!i[g �,�?�tr6g� d!�eti'���'I;�':ie�i�io;; 406 rently intended to be for a microphone used in th e Mars and Jupiter continue to attract universal at
Pc��t���-��f/�I���::::::·::::::.: ��5 Tel:�g���;.t��!��riaist·a;'(i'io,: 402 role of receiver, something for which it is not well tention. Mars has just crossed the line from Pisc es 

tg��g����� ;�g����J'ea,;;�ie� .. :: �� Thi�'3:.lI;h·e"Russian,;::::::::::::: g adapted, contained a claim for two microphones in into Aries and is on tht' meridian, at the beginning of Invent something ................. 407 Torpedo boats, �rench, useless .. 400 circuit with each other, one as transmitter and the I the month. at 7 P. lYI. At the end of the month the ---- .- other as receiver. Thhs enabled the court to find in it planet, which is lnoving ·eastward , will be near the star 
TABLE OF CONTENTS OF the transmitter of the patent in suit, and hence to Pi Aridis, and will pass the meridian about 6 P. M. 

decide the patent in suit to be void, as two patents Jupiter is in Gemini, immersed in the Milky Way, 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEME cannot be awarded for the same in,ention. near the stars Mu and Eta, and the magnificent clus-
NT The delay in the issuing of the patent receives by ter M 35. It is a glorious neighborhood. He is nlOv-
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far the most consideration in the decision. This was ing slowly, one might say majestically, westward, as if 
undoubtedly the main point in the case. The court to meet Mars and complete the subjugation of the al· 

I finds that the microphone covered by the Berliner ready humbled planet of war. About the end of the 
i patent had been in use since 1878 by the Bell Com- month he will cross over into Taurus. On the 1st h e  

pany. From 1877, wh'!n the application was filed, t o  passes the meridian about 1 1  P. M . ,  and a t  the end of 
1882, the application for the patent in suit had been the month about 9 P. M. His wonderful disk haB 
regularly prosecuted, and the court finds no fault with never appeared IIlOrE' splendid in the telescope thgn it 
the transactions of these five years. About this time does this winter. Whoever'wishes to see a giant world 
the delays which have vitiated the patent began. The in an early stage of its evolution should look at Jupi· 
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guide its actions. This decision was given in 1888. be witnessed with the aid of a three or four inch tele
Still a prospective interference with the same party scope. 
was awaiting a public use proceeding in the office. On January 3, satellite III will enter on Jupiter's 
Drawbaugl. was thrown ont on this, so that finally disk at 8:55 P. M., its shadow will follow at 10:10 P. 
in 1891 the Commissioner decided that the patent M. About 11:30 P. M., the shadow will be near the 
should be issued. TI�e threatened D rawbaugh in- central meridian of the planet. At about 9:38 P. M . .  
terference had kept the patent from issue for years. satellite I will reappear from eclipse on the eastern 
Ordinarily a patentee feels aggrieved at delay, but side of Jupiter. 
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Jcitutific �mtricau. 
features on the planet's dusky g reen disk. It is not December 30, at Hardman Hall. He has worked in- notebook and pencil, telephone, maps of the country, 
visible at all to the naked eye. dustriously to develop and perfect the tricolor method and a camera. The operator is thus fully prepared 

Mercury is out of sight on the other side of the of taking and reproducing photographs in colors, and for photographic work and observation. It may be 
sun. merits the success he has attained. thought that a balloon would present a good target to 

Venus is evening star, but too near the sun to be •• • •• the enemy; but the experiments at Shoeburyness with 
well seen this month. ArInY Signaling. an old captive balloon showed that it is almost impos-

Saturn is in Virgo, close to the boundary of Libra A recent number of the Electrical Engineer contains sible to hit such an object with lon!!e range musketry 
and a little east of the star Kappa. It rises at 2 an interesting article, by George Heli Guy, descrip- fire, or by artillery fire, especially if it be kept moving, 
A. M. at the opening of the month and at midnight tive of the methods of sig-naling in the U. S. army, as which it always would be. It was also shown by 
at the close. practiced at Fort Riley, Kallsas, froll which we make these experiments that the balloon, when filled full of 
r Uranus is in Libra, above the star Iota, rising about the following abstrads; holes by a shrapnel, settled gradually and gently to 
3:30 A. M. at the beginning and about 1:30 A. M. at the The means of communication by day used by the the earth. When struck it was about 2,000 feet high, 
end of the month. Signal Corps are flags, heliograph, and the field tele- and it took 27 minutes to descend to the ground. 

January opens with a crescent moon. The moon at- graph and telephone trains; and by night, the torch, • ' ••• 
tains first quarter in Pisces at 2:52 A. M.  on the 4th; fulls. flash lantern, rockets, bombs, and search Iigh t. The IlIr. Ive,,' 'rriple-Colored Lantern Slides. 
in Cancer at 1:50 A. M. on the 11th, and reaches last: method of visual signaling by flags consists in waving Before the Society of Amateur Photographers in quarter in Virgo at 5:55 P. M. on the 17th. She is in per· : a flag to the right for a dot, to the left for a dash, and this city a few days ago Mr. Frederick E. I ves, of Philaigee or nearest to the earth at 7:14 P. M on the 11th. to the front for the space in the American Mor-e code. delphia, exhibited his new triple-colored lantern slide It will be observed that the time of the moon's nearest, The heliograph, in brief, consists of a combination on the screen. He makes three bichl'omated gelatine approach to the earth this month differs by only a few I of mirrors by which a beam of sunlight is thrown in prints from the three negatives, representing respecthours from the time of full moon. The result must be the required direction, and the dots and dashes of the ively the color values in monochrome of red, blue, higher tides than usual about the 11th, and those who: Morse code are made by the opening and closing of a and yellow. Ttle positive gelatine print from the red believe in the theory that earthquakes are more likely I shutter placed in the track of the beam of sunlight. negative is C:ipped or stainpd with a light red dye, to occur when the tidal strain upon the earth is, The heliograph has been used recently by the corpS up the others with blue and yellow, then they are super
greatest might expect, about that date, a confirma-: to a distance of 1 82 mile�. At nig-ht the Morse code is posed in exact register over each other and clamped 
tion of their opinion. sent either by the waving of a torch or flashes of light between cover glasses and bound. forming a tricolor The moon will be in conjunction with Mars on the from the flash lantern, the ilIuminant being coal oil. lantern slide. It can then be put in the lantern like afternoon of the 5th, with Neptune on the afternoon The telegraph cable cart can be run either by hand any other slide and projected in the colors of nature, of the 8th, with Jupiter on the afternoon of the 9th, or by a horse. It will carry four miles of double cable. provided the respective (1Olors of the stained films are with Saturn on the afternoon of the 18th, and with A field kit is attached by a flexible wire to the cart, of the proper proportionate value. Specimen slides Uranus at midday on the 19th. I and communication is always possible, whether the I shown, particularlyof landscapes, had the sky too blue, Among the fixed stars this month, Sirius, the Dog I cart is at rest or in motion. The field telephone kit apparently, and were slightly blurred, no doubt, in 
�tar, easily t�kes �re?edence, as he alway� does when I carried .by t h e  ?perator i� a. leather .box, 9� in?hes part, due to a slight refraction of electric light in pass
I� �he fiel� With hiS rIv�ls. Observ.e the mcessant �c- long, 8 mches hlg-h, and 4� mches Wide. It weighs ing through so many films. He exhibited several 
tJvlty of hiS rays,. and �lIsentangle, If you can, �he d�a- a?ou� 10 pounds, and contam� a Morse key' on a buzzer flower and fruit pictures, however, that appeared very mo�d flash of prrsmatlC colors S?ot out of the mterI�r C1�CUlt. a Berthon-Ader combmed transmitter and r:- natural. Commercially it would be expensive to make 
whltene�s. The greatest complimlmt a p�et e�er'pald celver, and two cells of dry battery. �he Morse key IS such slides. He has improved his photochromoscope 
to an epIC hero was that of Homer to Achilles m Irken- used as a call for the telephone, and-m case the tele-

I 
by making it stereoscopic thereby necpssitating the ing him to Sirius when he ehased Hector to the phone br:aks down-to se�d messa�es on t�e buzzer. making of six photograp

'
hs at one time and providS<;ean. gate : , The . recel�er and transmitter are m one piece. T�e ing six duplicate monochrome transparencies. By im-. Him the old man Priam first beheld as he sped box IS car.rled ,lung over the shoulder, and does not III proved and simplified construction he has succeeded across the plain blazing as the star whose name men any way Impede the progress of the operator. in doing this very perfectly. We have viewed through call Orion's dog. Even so, on Achilles' breast the The method of erecting the t:legraph line is briefly �s this apparatus a box of Huylpr's candips, fruit and bronze gleamed as he ran. " foll�ws : At the h��d of the

"
lme the battery wagon IS flower pictures, which appeared so accurately that one The celebrated companion of Sirius was last seen by statIOned; then a surveyor marks the genpral dnec- could imagine they were solid enough to be picked up Mr. Burnham with the great Lick telescope, in 1890. tion of the line. He is followed by" markers " and or plucked. But. if BUl'nham's calculation of the orbit in which "pin men," the markers pacing off the distance of 

the companion travels is correct, the little star should about 55 yards and the pin men placing pins, similar 
emerge from the effulg-ence of its master orb during to surveyors' " pins," in the ground to mark the loca
the present ypar and become visible again with a few tion of the poles. These are followed by "crow bar 
of the largest telescopes. men," who dig holes for the reception of the lances 

Among double stars favorably situated for observa- from 18 to 24 inches deep, accordiIlg to the character 
tion during the evenings of January may be mention- of the ground. A lance is delivered from the lance 
cd Castor in Gemini. The two stars composing it are truck, the wire men put the wire, which has been 
of the second and third magnitude respectively, and laid on the ground from the wire wagon, on the insu
are nearly 6" apart, so that a 3 inch telescope sepa- lators, insert the lances in the holes, haul taut on the 
rates them beautifully. line, and tie the wire about every fourth or fifth lance 

Those who have more powerful telescopes-a 5 inch with a tie insulator. When the line reaches the desired 
aperture, for instance-may look at the fine triple star point, instruments are joined on, and communication 
Zeta in Cancer. The two nearest components are only made with the battery wagon, which has an instru-
1" apart, while the distancp of the third star is more ment on the line at all times. In· favorable country 
than 5". th�rain should average at least two miles an hour. 

It is very interesting for us, whose god of day is sin- The balloon train at Fort Riley consists of three 
gle and independent, to behold some of those coupled wagons for the carriage of tubes of compressed hydro-
suns. GARRETT P. SERVISS. gen and one wagon for the balloon and appliances for 

• '. • handling it. The tubes arp of compressed steel, one 
Tricolor Lantern Slide Projectioll. cubic foot in capacity, and contain hydrogen at a pres-

Nearly a year ago we described and illustrated Mr. sure of 200 atmospheres. These tubes are charged at 
R. D. Gray's triple lantern for the projection of triple the compressing plant, which is located at Fort Logan, 
lantern slides in the colors of nature, and alluded to near Denver, Colorado. The gas is generated and 
his success in getting the three images superposed over the tu bes filled there and shipped to the point of ascen
each other on the screen in exact register and to the sion. The balloon wagon itself has a compartment for 
marvelous blending of the three colors-red, blue, and storing the balloon, basket, and netting, and at the 
yellow-so perfectly as to bring out in comparative rear has a large drum with gearing and brake. The 
harmony all of the varying shades and grades of color, drum carries 2,500 feet of steel cable, which has in its 
of the different objects of the view. At the annual stere- core two insulated conductors for use on the telpphone 
opticon exhibition held in the office of the SCIENTIFIC circuit. The wagon is of such weight as to hold the 
AMERICAN for the entertainment of its numerous em- balloon when inflated by its own weight, and after the 

�loyes and friends, on the 20th instant, Mr. Gray ex- halloon has once ascended it may be moved over the 
hibited his improved apparatus and projected fifty or ground by simply moving the wagon. The balloon 
more of his beautiful colored pictures of Irish and itself is of gold beater's skin, of about 13,000 cubic feet 
Switzerland scenery taken by him on a special trip for capacity, and, when distended, is of spherical �hape, 
the purpose during the past summer. One noticeable with a slight elongation at the neck. The car or bas
characteristic of his mountain scenery, especially in one ket is of willow wickerwork, light but strong, and suf
or two views of the Jungfrau, was the dl'licate azure fi'liently large to carry two observers, with the neces
blue of the sky, against which, clouded slightly in front sary amount of ballast and pquipment. 
by an atmospheric mist, appeared the grand snowy The balloon is fillpd hy attaching a linen hose to its 
ppaks of the mountain; there were other views of neck, inserting the tops of the gas cylinders in the 
Mont Blanc and Chamoullix Valley, the Mer de Glace, hose, and opening the valves of the cylinders. It takes 
the glaciers forming the source of the Rhone, about 108 cylinders at 120 atmospheres pressure to fill 
the cataract of the Rhone falling from the foot of a the balloon, and after its inflation the gas is retained 
glacier; examples of portraiture, showing the color of for a long period. If there should be an escape of gas 
the hair and skin perfectly; flowers, gladiolas, and a overnight, the deficiency is made up from one of the 
combination of various kinds of fruit, that were tubes. When the balloon is inflatpd the maneuvering 
derfully realistic and delicate in color. bar is attachpd to the end of the cahle on the drum of 

Mr. Gray has special methods of modi fying the colors the balloon wagon, and the necessary amount of cable 
during the time the picture is on the screen, and pro- is paid out. The height of the balloon above the 
duces tints which are quite true to nature. His control 

I 
ground is, of course regulatpd by the length of cable 

of the blue in the skips, making them much more paid out, and thp observer in the car, having a field 
natural than one would expect, greatly enhanced the I kit telephone, call direct the manipulation of the bal
beauty of the landscapes. Mr. Gray is giving a serips 

I 
loon itself as occasion may require. . 

of exhibitions in this city of his colored views. The The equipment of the car consists of an alleroid 
next one, we understand, occurs on the evening of barometer, prismatic compass, telescope, field glasses, 
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Brick Dust Mortar. 

The use of brick dust mortar as a substitute for hy
draulic cement, where the latter cannot be obtained, 
is now recommended, the Southern Architect says, on 
the be�t engineering authority, exppriments made with 
mixtures of brick dust and quicklime showing that 
blocks of one-half inch in thickness, after immprsion 
in water for four months, bore without crushing, 
crumbling, or splitting, a pressure of 1,500 pounds per 
sq uare inch. It is considered, too, that the addition 
of even a$ small a proportion as one-tenth as much 
brick dust as sand to ordinary mortars is preventi ve of 
the disintegration 80 often characterizing mortars used 
in the masonry of public works. The use of brick 
dust mixed with lime and sand is said to be gellerally 
and successfully practiced in the Spanish doruinions, 
and is stated to be in all respects superior to the bpst 

Rosendale hydraulic cement in the construction of 
culverts, drains, tanks, or cisterns, and evpn roofs, 
whether for setting flat tiles or for making the usual 
tropical flat roof. The proportions used there in the 
manufacture are, approximately, one of brick dust, 
one of lime and two of sand, mixed together dry and 
tempered with water in the usual way. 

A Notable Polar Bear. 

The large polor bear which for 23 years had lived in 
the menagerie of the Zoological Society, London, dipd 
recently after a fortnight's illness. The bear was pre
sented to the society by Mr. B. L. Smith, who brought 
it home from an Arctic voyagp in 1871. Frank Buck
land then dpscribed it as" about the size of aN ew-
foundland dog, but more short and stumpy, with a 
splendid bhaggy coat of long, yellow hair." In its long 
life at the gardens, under the same careful manage
ment by which another specimen of the same species 
was kept for 36 years in the menagprie, it grpw to a 
size rarely equaled, even by the largest polar bears 
killed in the Arctic regions, and its weight was psti
mated at three-quarters of a ton, though during its ill
ness it refused food and became much emaciated. 

...... 
Mexican DanCing Beans. 

The faruiliar "dancing beans" w!Jich have been dis� 
played of late in the shop windows !Jave become a vpry 
popular novelty, and great quantities of them have 
bepn sold throughout the country at ridiculously high 
prices. The bean is the seed of thp Sebastiana pal
meri, a shrub which grows abundantly in Alamas, 

Sonora, and other parts of Mexico. The curious move
ment or .. dancing" is caused by the antic's of a larva, 
the Carpocapsa saltitans, which is imprisoned in the 
hollow shell of the bpan. The larva rescll1 bles dosely 
the common apple worm of our orchardR. The bean 
has no particular intrinsic value. 

\ 
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